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PAPER

Power Estimation of Partitioned Register Files in a Clustered
Architecture with Performance Evaluation

Yukinori SATO†,††a), Nonmember, Ken-ichi SUZUKI†, and Tadao NAKAMURA†, Members

SUMMARY High power consumption and slow access of enlarged and
multiported register files make it difficult to design high performance su-
perscalar processors. The clustered architecture, where the conventional
monolithic register file is partitioned into several smaller register files, is
expect to overcome the register file issues. In the clustered architecture, the
more a monolithic register file is partitioned, the lower power and faster ac-
cess register files can be realized. However, the partitioning causes losses
of IPC (instructions per clock cycle) due to communication among register
files. Therefore, degree of partitioning has a strong impact on the trade-off
between power consumption and performance. In addition, the organiza-
tion of partitioned register files also affects the trade-off. In this paper, we
attempt to investigate appropriate degrees of partitioning and organizations
of partitioned register files in a clustered architecture to assess the trade-off.
From the results of execute-driven simulation, we find that the organization
of register files and the degree of partitioning have a strong impact on the
IPC, and the configuration with non-consistent register files can make use
of the partitioned resources more effectively. From the results of regis-
ter file access time and energy modeling, we find that the configurations
with the highly partitioned non-consistent register file organization can re-
ceive benefit of the partitioning in terms of operating frequency and access
energy of register files. Further, we examine relationship between IPS (in-
structions per second) and the product of IPC and operating frequency of
register files. The results suggest that highly partitioned non-consistent
configurations tends to gain more advantage in performance and power.
key words: clustered architecture, partitioned register files, non-consistent
register files, instruction level parallelism

1. Introduction

As register files (RegFiles) in modern high-performance
processors are enlarged and multiported to support wider is-
sue out-of-order execution, power consumption of the Reg-
Files will become a serious restriction of realizing future
high-performance microprocessors [1]. The enlarged and
multiported RegFile also makes its access time slower. The
access time of the RegFile is critical since it can impact the
cycle time of the processor.

The power consumption and access time of a RegFile
are mainly dependent on the number of registers and the
number of ports [2], [3]. Reducing the number of registers
and ports by means of partitioning a RegFile is one of the
effective approaches to realize a reasonable RegFile.

Dynamically-scheduled clustered architectures are ex-
pected to overcome the register file issues [4]–[6]. In clus-
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tered architectures, global structures of conventional super-
scalar processors are partitioned into simple smaller struc-
tures and each of them is arranged in a PE (processing ele-
ment), which is also called a cluster in some papers [5]. One
of the global structures partitioned is the conventional single
monolithic RegFile, and each of the partitioned RegFiles is
provided in a single PE. The partitioning makes the RegFile
power consumption lower and RegFile access time faster,
because the number of entries and ports of the partitioned
structures can be reduced. The much more the number of
entries and ports is reduced by means of increasing the de-
gree of partitioning, the less power consumption RegFile we
will be able to realize, which contributes to solving the re-
striction caused by the enlarged and multiported RegFiles.

IPC (instructions per clock cycle) of clustered archi-
tectures is lower than that of non-partitioned configurations
corresponding to conventional superscalar processors be-
cause the partitioning causes extra communication delay
among PEs. The amount of communication among PEs is
dependent on degree of partitioning. As the degree of parti-
tioning is increased, the IPC is decreased due to the commu-
nication, while providing the lower power and faster access
RegFile. Therefore, degree of partitioning has a strong im-
pact on the trade-off between power consumption and per-
formance.

The other factor that determines the trade-off between
power consumption and performance in the partitioned con-
figurations is an organization of partitioned RegFiles. There
are two organizations of partitioned RegFiles: multiple co-
herent (MC) RegFiles [7] and non-consistent (non-C) Reg-
Files [8]. In the MC RegFiles, any register instances are
replicated in each PE, so, every PE can utilize any register
instances locally without the inter-PE register read. On the
other hand, any register instances in the non-C RegFiles are
not replicated. Therefore, the non-C RegFile organization is
realized by the smaller number of registers and ports. How-
ever, when a PE uses a register instance stored in another
PE, additional inter-PE communication is required, which
causes performance degradation.

In this paper, we attempt to show a relationship be-
tween degrees of partitioning, performance and power con-
sumption of RegFiles. Then, we perform cycle accurate
simulation on various 8-way issue configurations varying
the degree of partitioning and the organization of partitioned
RegFiles. We also perform estimation of access time and ac-
cess energy for RegFiles in each configuration using CACTI
model [9]. Using these results, we further discuss perfor-
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mance and power consumption of partitioned RegFiles in a
clustered architecture.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 shows the base microarchitecture used in this paper
and discusses the effect of organization of partitioned Reg-
Files. Section 3 describes the experimental framework, the
evaluation methodology and the results. Section 4 shows
some related work. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Clustered Architecture

2.1 Microarchitecture Configuration

The microarchitecture of a clustered architecture is based on
that of the aggressive out-of-order issue superscalar proces-
sors. Figure 1 shows an overview of the microarchitecture
of the clustered architecture. We represent a configuration
of the clustered architecture as X*Y, where X denotes the
number of PEs and Y denotes the issue width in a PE. In
this paper, we simulate the following four configurations
as 8-way issue processors: 1*8, 2*4, 4*2 and 8*1. In the
1*8 configuration, any structures are not partitioned, so it
corresponds to a conventional superscalar design. In parti-
tioned configurations, a degree of partitioning corresponds
to the number of PEs. If the number of PEs is increased,
less ported RegFiles are realized, which enable faster access
and lower power. However, data processing with the large
number of PEs induces much more communication among
PEs.

Figure 2 (a) shows the pipeline structure used in this
paper, which are based on those of Alpha21264 [7]. The
processor front-end fetches multiple instructions at once in
IF stage and decodes them in ID stage. In MAP stage,
architectural registers of the decoded instructions are re-
named to physical registers. The register renaming mech-
anism we adopted is also based on that of Alpha21264. At
the same time, steering logic dynamically chooses a PE for
the execution of each instruction based on an instruction
steering scheme. In ISSUE stage, the steered instruction is
dispatched to IQ (issue queue), and observed whether the
operands of each instruction are ready or not. When all of
the required operands are ready, the instruction is waked up
and resources of the steered PE are checked. If the resources
are available, the instruction is selected and the unit is re-
served for execution. After the operands are read in REG
stage, the instruction is executed in its given latency in EX
stage.

In the case where the instruction uses at least one un-
ready operand, the instruction must wait until the results
of the preceding instructions are provided. When the pre-
ceding dependent instruction is executed in the same PE as
the waiting instruction, the waiting instruction is executed
at the next cycle of the execution of the preceding instruc-
tion using a forwarding network. On the other hand, when
the waiting instruction is allocated in a different PE from the
preceding dependent instruction, the result from different PE
must be transfered to the PE where the waiting instruction

Fig. 1 The base clustered architecture (X*Y configuration).

(a) The pipeline structure used in this paper

(b) Pipeline timing of an inter-PE result communication

Fig. 2 The timing of the pipeline.

is allocated. We assume that it takes 2 extra cycles for this
inter-PE communication as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

In order to avoid performance loss due to inter-PE com-
munication, an instruction steering scheme attempts to dis-
tribute instructions to appropriate PEs. In addition to inter-
PE communication, load imbalance among PEs also de-
grades IPC of the clustered microarchitectures [5], [6]. In
this paper, we use the !ready (not ready) instruction steering
scheme because this scheme utilizes the status of operands
to reduce the IPC loss due to communication and load
balancing, and this can achieve higher IPC than the other
schemes [10].

In order to prevent undesirable inter-PE communica-
tions, the !ready scheme steers instructions with at least one
unready operand to the same PE as its dependent instruction.
To improve the load balance among PEs, instructions with
no unready operand are steered to the minimum loaded PE.
The status of operands is always monitored to realize the
out-of-order execution in conventional processors. To mon-
itor the minimum loaded PE, we use the heuristics based on
the number of waiting instructions in each PE because this
heuristics can obtain better performance than the DCOUNT
heuristics [5].

In this paper, we assume all the PEs share a single large
IQ to isolate a problem of the lack of available IQ entries
from our evaluation as shown in Fig. 1. If we partition the
IQ across the PEs, we have to take into account the utiliza-
tion of each IQ. The instruction steering scheme used in this
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Fig. 3 Register mapping process in partitioned RegFiles.

work tries to even up the utilization of each IQ. As a re-
sult, the IPC degradation due to the partitioned IQ will be
negligible. The effect of the partitioned IQ will be evaluated
in our future work including considerations for the effect of
wakeup delay on circuit level [4].

2.2 Organizations of Partitioned RegFiles

Most of current instruction set architectures are based on
a single set of registers. However, a clustered architecture
provides physically partitioned sets of registers, and each
PE provides a set of registers. Therefore, a register map-
ping mechanism needs to map architectural registers into
partitioned physical registers in an effective manner. Fig-
ure 3 shows register mapping process in partitioned Reg-
Files. Originally, operands of an instruction are specified
by architectural registers. To resolve WAR and WAW de-
pendencies, the architectural registers are renamed to re-
named registers. In clustered architectures, physical reg-
isters are partitioned into PEs, so, renamed registers must
be mapped to appropriate physical registers. There are two
partitioned RegFile organizations to decide the mapping of
renamed registers: multiple coherent (MC) RegFiles [7] and
non-consistent (non-C) RegFiles [8]. The main difference
between them is whether a renamed register is mapped to
multiple physical registers or one physical register.

In the MC RegFiles, a renamed register is mapped to
all of the partitioned RegFiles. The numbers on the left of
the RegFiles in Fig. 3 indicate the identifiable numbers for
renamed registers. In the MC RegFiles, physical registers
placed at the same position of each RegFile are always repli-
cated. This replication requires a large number of registers
for containing the same register instance in each partitioned
RegFile, and additional dedicated write ports for writing all
the produced results to all the RegFiles.

In the non-C RegFiles, a physical register in each Reg-
File has its own register instance since a result is written into
only one physical register [8]. This organization can reduce
the number of registers for each RegFile because a register
instance is not replicated, and the number of ports because

Fig. 4 The pipeline timing of inter-PE register read in the non-C RegFile
organizations.

results are not delivered to the other RegFiles. Therefore,
as illustrated in Fig. 3, the identifiable numbers of renamed
registers are not replicated.

The non-C RegFile organization requires the additional
inter-PE communication when a PE is found to use a register
instance stored in another PE. We assume that a remote reg-
ister read requires two cycles for the communication. Fig-
ure 4 shows the pipeline timing of an inter-PE register read.
Since additional inter-PE communication will cause perfor-
mance degradation, we must prevent inter-PE communica-
tion by distributing register instances into proper PEs.

The other difference between the MC and non-C Reg-
Files is a management scheme of free registers and commit-
ted registers. A free register is a register that is not used
in any instructions at the time. In the non-C organization,
the numbers of available free registers are different among
PEs. To accommodate this difference among PEs, we pre-
pare each PE its own free register list and introduce an in-
struction reallocation mechanism. The reallocation mecha-
nism works as follows: When a PE selected by an instruc-
tion steering scheme lacks available free registers, the in-
struction is reallocated to one of the other PEs with available
registers not to stall the instruction steering. This realloca-
tion causes extra inter-PE communication delay, so the lack
of available free registers in particular PEs affects perfor-
mance in the non-C RegFile organizations.

A committed register is a register that stores a value
committed in COMMIT stage, and always placed in a ded-
icated register. The number of committed registers is the
same as the number of architectural registers defined in the
instruction set, i.e. 32. In the MC RegFile organization, the
committed registers are also replicated across the partitioned
RegFiles. On the other hand, in the non-C RegFile organiza-
tion, the committed registers are not always distributed into
all the partitioned RegFiles. If the committed registers are
placed on a particular PE, the register pressure is increased
due to the lack of available free registers on the PE. To avoid
the converging, we assume the configuration that commit-
ted registers are partitioned into PEs and each PE has the
same number of committed registers. For example, in an 8
PE configuration, 32 committed registers ($0-$31) are par-
titioned as follows: PE0 has $0-$3, PE1 has $4-$7, . . . , PE7

has $28-$31.

2.3 Inter-PE Networks of the Partitioned RegFiles

The number of registers and ports are important parame-
ters that decide access time and access energy of RegFiles.
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(a) Inter-PE dedicated lines for 4*2 with the MC RegFiles

(b) Detail of a PE in the 4*2 with the MC RegFiles

Fig. 5 The MC RegFile organization.

(a) Inter-PE shared buses for 4*2 with the non-C RegFiles

(b) Detail of a PE in the 4*2 with the non-C RegFiles

Fig. 6 The non-C RegFile organization.

These parameters are dependent on not only the degree of
partitioning but also the structure of the inter-PE communi-
cation network, which is dependent on the organization of
the partitioned RegFiles.

The MC RegFile organization requires a fully-
connected network to deliver all the produced results to all
of the RegFiles. To realize the network, dedicated signal
lines and write ports for each result are required. Figure 5 (a)
illustrates an overview of the inter-PE dedicated lines of the
4*2 with MC RegFile configuration. In this case, every PE
can produce up to 2 results per cycle, so the required number
of write ports in a single PE from the other PEs is 6. Fig-
ure 5 (b) illustrates the details of a PE in this configuration.
In this case, total requirement for the ports in a PE is 4 reads
and 8 writes.

The non-C RegFile organization is configured using a
shared bus network as illustrated in Fig. 6 (a). Each shared
bus corresponds to a write to one PE, and each PE is able
to send data to any bus. Unlike the dedicated lines for the
MC RegFiles, there can be various network configurations
for non-C RegFiles. We assume the inter-PE communica-
tion network that is made up of as many buses as the to-
tal issue width, because we want to make a fair comparison
by equalizing the maximum number of transfered data per

clock cycle to that of the MC RegFile organizations. For ex-
ample, in the 4*2 configuration, the total number of buses is
eight and each PE has two buses for writes to the PE.

Figure 6 (b) shows details of a PE in the 4*2 non-C
RegFile configuration. We set the number of read ports for
buses to the same as the issue width in a PE. In the case
of the 4*2 configuration, up to 2 registers are allowed to
read in a clock cycle from a single RegFile for the input of
the buses. Our model of the inter-PE communication on the
non-C RegFiles is similar to the model in [11]: when an
operand from a remote PE is ready, the operand is send to
the consumer PE as soon as possible. To support this com-
munication, we use a small buffer to save delivered operands
from remote PEs. The size of this kind of buffer has been
reported to be small enough not to affect the operating fre-
quency and the total hardware cost [11].

We note that this shared bus network causes resource
conflicts if there are no available shared buses or read ports
for the execution. The resource conflicts in the network in-
cur the delay of communications and the waiting instruction
is stalled until the data arrives. In Sect. 3.3, we evaluate ef-
fects of communication bandwidth by varying the number
of the shared buses and read ports for inter-PE network.

In order to understand differences among various con-
figurations, we summarize the relationship between the de-
gree of partitioning and the organization of RegFiles in
terms of the number of registers and ports. Here, we as-
sume a clustered architecture of X*Y configuration, where
X represents the number of PEs, and Y the issue width in a
PE.

In a clustered architecture, there are two metrics for
the number of registers: the total number of physical regis-
ters which includes replicated registers, and the total num-
ber of registers for register renaming which excludes all the
replicated registers. The total number of physical registers
(Nreg phy) is represented using the number of physical regis-
ters in a PE (Nreg PE) as follows:

Nreg phy = X · Nreg PE (1)

On the other hand, the total number of registers for reg-
ister renaming (Nreg rnm) is different between organizations
of RegFiles.

Nreg rnm(MC) = Nreg PE (2)

Nreg rnm(nonC) = X · Nreg PE (3)

From these equations, we find that the MC RegFile or-
ganization requires the X times larger number of physical
registers over the non-C RegFiles organization comparing
the two RegFile organizations with the same number of to-
tal registers for register renaming.

The number of ports is also different among the de-
gree of partitioning and the organization of RegFiles. Ta-
ble 1 shows the number of required ports for each organiza-
tion. In each RegFile, the required ports consist of the ports
for the local functional units and the inter-PE communica-
tion network. For the functional units, 2Y read ports and
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Table 1 The number of ports in each configuration.

Config. MC RegFiles Non-C RFs
1*8 16 R + 8 W (Not partitioned)
2*4 8 R + 8 W 12 R + 4 W
4*2 4 R + 8 W 6 R + 2 W
8*1 2 R + 8 W 3 R + 1 W

X*Y (X≥2) 2Y R + XY W 3Y R + Y W

Table 2 Main architectural parameters.

Fetch and decode 8 instructions
Branch predictor Tournament branch predictor

IQ, FQ, LQ, SQ size 64
ROB size 256

Issue width 8 issue in total
L1Icache 128KB, 2way
L1Dcache 128KB, 2way

Y write ports are provided, where Y is the issue width in a
PE. The number of ports required for the inter-PE commu-
nication network differs between the organizations of parti-
tioned RegFiles. In the MC RegFiles, (X-1)Y write ports are
required for the inter-PE network, while the non-C RegFiles
require only Y read ports. The total number of ports is 2Y
read ports and XY write ports for the MC RegFile config-
uration, and 3Y read ports and Y write ports for the non-C
RegFile configuration.

3. Experiments

3.1 Methodology

We developed a cycle-accurate execution-driven simula-
tor to evaluate the various configurations of clustered ar-
chitecture. Baseline simulator is sim-alpha [12], which is
one of the extention versions of SimpleScalar tool set [13].
The sim-alpha models the detailed microarchitecture of Al-
pha21264, which is one of the clustered architectures com-
posed of dual integer PEs (clusters) with the MC RegFiles.

We modified sim-alpha to model an 8-way clustered ar-
chitecture with all of the architectural features discussed in
the previous section including the degree of partitioning, the
organizations of partitioned RegFiles and the number of reg-
isters per PE. The other architectural parameters are shown
in Table 2. The rest of parameters such as latency of the
caches and that of functional units are following that of Al-
pha21264.

We modeled the access time and access energy of par-
titioned RegFiles using CACTI-2.0 tool set [9] at 0.07µm
technology. Basically the CACTI model is intended to eval-
uate cache system, so we discarded the tag path and set the
width of a register to be 64 bits as depicted in [14].

In order to estimate the total energy consumption of
partitioned RegFiles, we count the total number of register
accesses (Naccess) in cycle-accurate simulation. The num-
ber of register accesses includes all of the read and write
accesses to registers and excludes the case of operand fetch
through a forwarding (bypassing) network in a PE similar

Fig. 7 IPC for the MediaBench suite.

to [15]. Using the register access energy (Eaccess) obtained
by CACTI-2.0 model, we estimate total energy consumption
(Etotal) as follows: EtotalRF = Eaccess · Naccess.

We select a subset of 4 benchmarks (djpeg, cjpeg,
rawdaudio, rawcaudio) from the MediaBench benchmark
suite [16]. This benchmark suite captures the main features
of commercial multimedia applications. Benchmarks which
tend to achieve high instruction-level parallelism have been
selected. We also select a subset of 7 benchmarks (gzip, vpr,
gcc, mcf, perlbmk, bzip, twolf) from the SPEC2000CPU int
benchmark suite [17]. The rest of SPEC2000 benchmarks
could not be adapted to the simulation environment used.
All the benchmarks were compiled for the Alpha binary us-
ing Compaq’s C compiler v6.5 on Tru64 UNIX V5.1B with
-O4 -fast -non shared options. Each program of the Medi-
aBench was executed until the completion and 100 million
instructions of each program of the SPEC2000int were exe-
cuted after forwarding 1 billion instructions.

3.2 IPC

Figure 7 shows IPC averaged in the MediaBench suite. The
results obtained in the SPEC2000CINT suite also show the
similar characteristics. The specifier following the colon in
the legend of figure indicates the organization of the parti-
tioned RegFiles. The x-axis is the number of physical regis-
ters per PE.

The result shows that IPC of 1*8 configuration is the
highest of all. The 1*8 configuration does not partition any
structures, so the 1*8 configuration can perform ideal IPC
without any inter-PE communication losses. We can ob-
serve that the more RegFiles are partitioned, the lower the
IPC becomes. This degradation is caused by inter-PE com-
munication. It is also observed that IPC is increased when
the number of registers per PE is increased in the same con-
figuration. This is because the large number of registers can
reduce IPC losses due to the lack of available free registers.

When the total number of registers for register renam-
ing is equal, IPC of MC organizations is higher than that of
non-C organizations. For example, in the case that the total
number of registers for register renaming is 128, IPC of the
8*1:MC with 128 registers per PE configuration (the total
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Fig. 8 Operating frequency of RegFiles.

number of physical registers is 1024) is higher than that of
the 8*1:non-C 16 registers per PE configuration (the total
number of physical registers is 128). The IPC losses of a
non-C organization is caused by extra communication delay
due to the inter-PE register read and the lack of available
free registers in particular PEs.

However, it is hard for MC organizations to increase
the number of registers for register renaming due to their
replicated structures. On the other hand, a non-C organiza-
tion can increase the number of registers for register renam-
ing at less cost. As the number of register per PE is increased
in non-C organizations, we can find out that they can achieve
higher IPC with the smaller number of total physical regis-
ters than MC organizations. Therefore, we can understand
that non-C RegFile organizations exploit the partitioned re-
sources more effectively because it does not duplicate any
register instances.

Furthermore, we find that the range of IPC is mainly
decided by the number of ports. Even if we increase the
number of registers, we observe that IPC gain is saturated.
The number of ports is determined by the organization of
RegFiles and the degree of partitioning. Therefore, we find
that these two are more important parameters.

In return for the IPC losses, the partitioning makes
RegFile accesses faster due to the smaller number of physi-
cal registers and ports. Figure 8 shows operating frequency
of each RegFiles. The number of ports depicted in the fig-
ure is determined by degree of partitioning and organization
of partitioned RegFiles as shown in Sect. 2.3. It is observed
that the more a RegFile is partitioned, the higher frequency
the RegFiles can achieve. The smaller number of registers
also makes RegFile accesses faster. However, as shown in
Fig. 8, the number of ports has a larger impact on the fre-
quency than the number of registers.

In terms of organization of RegFiles, operating fre-
quency of non-C RegFiles is higher than that of MC Reg-
Files even in the same degree of partitioning. This is because
the non-C RegFiles organization can reduce more ports. It
is also observed that if we do not partition any structure at
all, the operating frequency becomes a half of the highly
partitioning configuration with non-C RegFiles. The higher
operating frequency of RegFiles is useful for avoiding the

Table 3 Various bus configurations for non-C RegFile organization.

(a) 8*1:non-C (the # of registers in a PE = 32)
Bus config. b2r2 b2r1 b1r1(base)

nIPC 0.94 0.92 0.91

(b) 4*2:non-C (the # of registers in a PE = 32)
Bus config. b2r2(base) b2r1 b1r1

nIPC 0.99 0.95 0.89

(c) 2*4:non-C (the # of registers in a PE = 80)
Bus config. b4r4(base) b4r2 b4r1 b2r2 b2r1 b1r1

nIPC 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.92

performance bottleneck caused by slow access time of Reg-
Files. Therefore, the highly partitioned non-C RegFile con-
figuration will be one of the solutions for future high perfor-
mance microprocessors.

3.3 Effect of Communication Bandwidth

As discussed in Sect. 2.3, the inter-PE communication net-
work in non-C RegFiles can have various configurations.
Then, we analyze impacts of inter-PE communication band-
width in non-C RegFile organization. Table 3 shows nor-
malized IPC for various bus configurations in non-C Reg-
File organization. For each number of PEs (8, 4 and 2), we
chose the number of physical registers per PE to achieve the
highest product of IPC and operating frequency of RegFiles,
assuming unlimited number of buses. In the notation of ‘Bus
config.,’ the numbers following ‘b’ and ‘r’ are the number of
shared buses destined for a PE and the number of read ports
per PE dedicated for inter-PE communication, respectively.
‘nIPC’ is the relative IPC normalized by that of the ideal
unlimited bus configuration. For example, a 4*2b2r1 con-
figuration represents two buses for a PE and one read port
for inter-PE communication.

It is observed that there is IPC degradation when the
bandwidth is limited. In Sect. 3.2, we simulated baseline
configurations indicated ‘(base)’ in Table 3. In each base-
line configuration, the total number of shared buses is equal
to the issue width in a PE, which is eight in this 8-way clus-
tered architecture. In 8*1:non-C configurations, IPC of the
baseline bandwidth configuration is decreased by 9% com-
pared with the ideal bandwidth configuration. IPC of the
baseline bandwidth for 4*2:non-C and 2*4:non-C config-
urations is the almost same as the unlimited bus configu-
rations. In 4*2 configurations, IPC is decreased when the
bandwidth is reduced from the baseline. However, in 2*4
configurations, IPC is not decreased when the bandwidth is
reduced to some degree.

We can understand that the bandwidth of the shared bus
network surely affects IPC of clustered architecture. How-
ever, if the bandwidth is decreased, the number of ports re-
quired for the buses can be reduced. The less number of
ports will make RegFile access time faster. Moreover, we
can see that decreasing the number of register read ports
does not always decrease its IPC. Therefore, we should
reduce the number of register read ports that do not affect
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Fig. 9 The number of register file accesses.

the IPC. In the following section, we evaluate 8*1b1r1,
4*2b2r2, and 2*4b4r2 configurations as base non-C RegFile
configurations.

3.4 Energy Dissipation for Partitioned RegFiles

Figure 9 shows the number of RegFile accesses for each
configuration. In each configuration, we choose the num-
ber of registers per PE to make the product of its IPC and
RegFile operating frequency the highest, and the number
of RegFile accesses is averaged among MediaBench suite.
In MC organizations, as degree of partitioning is increased,
there is a significant increase of the number of register ac-
cesses compared with that of non-C organizations. The rea-
son of this increase is that all the results must be written
to all the RegFiles in order to keep coherence of RegFiles.
This large number of accesses will increase the total energy
dissipation and power consumption for RegFiles.

The number of register accesses in non-C organizations
is decreased dramatically compared with that of MC orga-
nizations. Within non-C organizations, there are little in-
creases of the numbers of accesses as the number of PEs is
increased. This is because more dependent instructions are
executed using forwarding logic in less partitioned configu-
rations.

Figure 10 shows the total energy for RegFile accesses.
The total energy represented in the figure is the average
number of MediaBench suite. We observe that non-C or-
ganizations reduce the total energy dissipation significantly.
The energy is reduced to 11% in the 8*1 configuration,
and to 21% in the 4*2 configuration compared with a non-
partitioned 1*8 configuration. The small number of registers
and ports in a non-C organization makes it possible to real-
ize such a low energy dissipation. It is also remarkable that
the energy for the RegFile accesses can be reduced linearly
with the degree of partitioning. For example, the energy be-
comes about one half when the number of PEs is increased
from 4 to 8. Therefore the highly partitioning is effective in
reducing the energy dissipation of RegFiles.

The total energy of MC organizations is decreased
compared with the non-partitioned 1*8 configuration. How-
ever, the amount of the reduction is smaller than that of non-
C organizations. This is because the number of ports, phys-

Fig. 10 The total energy for register file accesses.

ical registers and access counts for the RegFiles are not so
reduced compared with those of the non-C configuration.

3.5 Power and Performance Consideration

IPC is an useful metic to compare performance of different
architectures. However, IPC does not include a factor of
operating frequency of a processor. There are a number of
factors that will affect the operating frequency of a proces-
sor, but the critical path is generally considered to appear
in issue queue, register renaming unit, forwarding logic, or
RegFile.

Improving operating frequency of RegFiles is useful
for avoiding the possible performance bottleneck. Some
current microprocessors use a pipelined RegFile to achieve
a high operating frequency. However, the pipelined RegFile
in turn degrades the IPC because its multi-cycle access time
increases branch and load speculation miss penalties [18].
Moreover, a pipelined RegFile requires an extra level of for-
warding logic, which increases the complexity of forward-
ing logic [2]. Since forwarding logic tends to affect the oper-
ating frequency of a processor [4], we should avoid increas-
ing its complexity. Therefore, a non-pipelined RegFile is a
preferable solution for a high performance microprocessor.

In order to give further consideration of performance
including the access frequency of a RegFile, we multiply
IPC and operating frequency of a RegFile. Figure 11 shows
the products of IPC and operating frequency of partitioned
RegFiles (IPC ∗ fRF) normalized by that of 1*8 configura-
tion. The results represented in this figure are the peak of
each configuration. The results show that 8*1:non-C and
4*2:non-C configurations achieve higher IPC ∗ fRF than any
other configurations. The MC RegFile organizations cannot
achieve high IPC ∗ fRF due to the low operating frequency
compared with the non-C organizations. Furthermore, if the
degree of partitioning is increased in non-C organizations,
higher IPC ∗ fRF can be obtained.

These results mean that non-C RegFiles are enough fast
not to become a critical path of the processor. Consequently,
these suggest that non-C organizations might overcome the
disadvantage of lower IPC using the benefit of its higher
frequency of RegFiles. Further, increasing degree of par-
titioning contributes to the reduction of the complexity of
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(a) MediaBench average

(b) SPEC2000CINT average

Fig. 11 Normalized IPC ∗ fRF .

forwarding logic. These also imply that the highly parti-
tioned non-C configuration tends to gain more advantage in
performance.

The latency of the structures to become a critical path is
dependent on their implementation, but it tends to scale to-
gether according to their issue width because the numbers of
ports or entries of the structures are increased as their issue
width becomes wider. This scaling comes from the fact that
the most of these structures are composed of multiported
register cells. Therefore, their access time tends to scale to-
gether with that of RegFiles. Farkas and Chow [19] assumed
operating frequency of a RegFile as that of a microproces-
sor, and evaluate IPS (instructions per second), which is the
product of IPC and operating frequency. Based on the as-
sumption, IPC ∗ fRF will be an useful metric for evaluating
the performance of microprocessors.

Since power consumption of RegFile is predicted to
be a major restriction of realizing high-performance pro-
cessors, we evaluate their power consumption based on the
above consideration of performance. Power consumption is
defined as energy dissipation per second. Based on energy
dissipation of RegFiles, the power consumption of RegFiles
(PowerRF) is estimated using the total number of executed
instructions (Ninst), total energy consumption for RegFile
accesses (EtotalRF ) and IPS as follows:

PowerRF = EtotalRF /ExecutionT ime (4)

= EtotalRF · (IPS/Ninst) (5)

In the previous section, we found that energy dissi-
pation for RegFile accesses in the non-C configuration is

reduced linearly as the degree of partitioning is increased.
Based on the fact that Ninst is almost constant, the other fac-
tor that decides the power consumption of RegFiles is the
IPS. In the above discussion, we suggested that the highly
partitioning have potential to make its IPS higher. The equa-
tion of PowerRF indicates that PowerRF is increased as the
IPS becomes higher.

To evaluate how the higher IPS affects PowerRF , we
estimate the power consumption of the partitioned RegFiles
assuming that the operating frequency of a RegFile decides
that of the microprocessor. The result of the estimation is
that power consumption is reduced to 17% in the 8*1 con-
figuration, and to 33% in the 4*2 configuration compared
with the non-partitioned 1*8 configuration in the average of
MediaBench suite. We find that the power consumption of
a RegFile is dominated by its energy dissipation. This also
means that the highly partitioned non-C configurations are
still attractive solution to reducing the power consumption
significantly.

4. Related Work

In order to obtain higher performance in dynamically-
scheduled clustered architectures, there are many propos-
als for instruction steering schemes and their comparisons
in literature [5], [6], [10]. However, degree of the partition-
ing and organization of the partitioned RegFiles are also the
other factors that determine performance of a clustered ar-
chitecture.

Zyuban and Kogge evaluate a clustered architecture
with non-C RegFile organization in terms of energy effi-
ciency [11]. However, they do not discuss the relationship
between sources of IPC decrease and degree of partitioning
and organizations of partitioned RegFiles.

Our communication model of non-C RegFiles is sim-
ilar to the model in [11]. They use a remote access buffer
(RAB) to feed data to remote PEs while our model uses a
buffer to save data from remote PEs. Intrinsically, these two
timing models are the same.

A partitioned RegFile organization in [5] inserts copy
instructions between dependent instructions dynamically.
The required register instances are replicated across PEs,
so this can be seen as partially non-C RegFile organization.
The timing model of processing dependent instructions in
partially non-C RegFile organization is the same as that of
our non-C RegFile organization. However, this organiza-
tion must add the extra write ports to receive data from re-
mote PEs and the more registers to hold the copied instances
while this organization does not require any extra buffers for
inter-PE communication network.

Seznec and Rochecouste proposed register Write Spe-
cialization and register Read Specialization for clustered ar-
chitecture [14]. Based on MC RegFile organization, they
force functional units to write and read the specific registers
in specific PEs. The register write specialization enables the
number of ports of registers to reduce. The register read
specialization can reduce the number of replicated registers.
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This RegFile organization is referred as MC write special-
ization RegFile organization.

Brown and Patt evaluated performance of MC write
specialization RegFile organization and partially non-C
RegFile organization [20]. They concluded that organiza-
tion with the write specialization RegFiles can achieve about
10% higher IPC than that with the partially non-C RegFiles.
However, they did not vary the number of registers in par-
tially non-C RegFile organization. In this paper, we find that
if we adjust the number of registers, the non-C RegFile orga-
nization can achieve higher IPC than that of the MC RegFile
organization. In future, we should evaluate partially non-C
RegFile organization varying the number of registers per PE.

Previously, we have reported evaluation of a clustered
architecture with various degrees of partitioning and organi-
zations of RegFiles [21]. In this paper, we further consider
power and performance metrics. In addition, we also eval-
uate effects of the bandwidth of a inter-PE communication
network fabric. The results obtained in this paper are ef-
fective in understanding potential of a clustered architecture
more clearly.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated appropriate degree of
partitioning and organizations of partitioned register files
in clustered architectures. From execute-driven simulation,
we have observed that IPC is decreased as degree of par-
titioning is increased. We have found that organization of
RegFiles and degree of partitioning have a larger impact on
IPC rather than the number of registers per PE, and con-
figurations with non-consistent register files can make use
of their partitioned resources more effectively. At the same
time, we have evaluated access time and energy dissipation
of register files using CACTI model. We have found that the
highly partitioned non-consistent register file configurations
can receive benefit of the partitioning in terms of operating
frequency and access energy of register files more than the
other configurations.

In order to give further consideration of performance
and power, we have examined relationship between IPS
and the product of IPC and operating frequency of regis-
ter files. The results have suggested that highly partitioned
non-consistent configurations tend to gain more advantage
in performance and power.

In future, we plan to estimate latency and impact for
the partitioning and clustering of the other global microar-
chitectural structures such as as issue queue, inter-PE com-
munication network and processor front-end.
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